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However, while the purple-clad girl was being smacked aside, she also slashed her sword, and a 

powerful sword aura flew out and landed on the giant python’s body. Another wound was carved onto 

its body again, and the blood that flowed from it looked rather terrifying. 

 

Roar! 

 

This time around, the giant python was completely enraged by the girl although it had been wounded 

quite seriously before. After emitting another furious roar, it rushed toward the purple-clad girl at an 

accelerating speed, extending its jaws and intending to swallow the girl whole. 

 

“Die!” 

 

The girl fell onto the ground and spat another mouthful of blood. Her face had abruptly gone pale. 

 

She had just gotten up and intended to quickly redirect her Chi to launch a counterattack, but she 

realized that she was gravely injured, and it was difficult for her to gather her Chi. She needed to rest for 

a while. 

But it was evident that the current moment was a life-or-death situation. 

 

“Am I going to die here?” 

 

The girl was feeling a little regretful now. She had known that it would be dangerous to snatch the 

spirited grass, but she still wanted to give it a shot. She did not think that the monster would grow 

stronger and stronger after being agitated, and its fighting power was terrifying. 

Whoosh! 

 



jackie hesitated for a second, but he rushed out anyway. He guessed that the girl was probably an Elder 

from the Supreme Clarity Sect. After all, the Supreme Clarity Sect had a pretty good impression on him. 

If he managed to establish good relations with her, it would be good for them to look out for each other 

in this unknown world from then on. 

 

Roar! 

 

Just as its giant jaws were about to swallow the girl, jackie finally managed to rush over, slashing his 

sword forward. 

 

“Blade Wave!” 

 

As jackie released a short huff, he suddenly appeared before the giant python. After he swung his 

sword, multiple sword auras whipped outward as though it were a long dragon, rushing straight into the 

giant python’s mouth. 

 

Boom bang boom! 

 

The giant python’s body was evidently hard on the surface as it was encased in pieces of tough scales. 

However, the sword auras that went straight into its mouth could easily pierce through its body from 

the inside, dealing a fatal injury to it. 

 

The sword auras flew inside, and the constant flow of attacks actually pierced straight through the 

python’s head. 

 

Roar! 

 

The two-headed blood-red python emitted a ferocious roar. The other head rushed straight for jackie. 

 



“Hmph!” 

 

jackie emitted a cold harrumph and swung his sword again. 

 

Bang! 

 

The two giant heads then dropped from the sky just like that and landed by jackie’s feet. The giant body 

lying lifelessly on the ground looked very frightening. 

 

“Phew!” 

 

jackie also released a long sigh after seeing that his abrupt attack helped him to easily defeat the giant 

python in a single shot. 

 

He flew over and plucked the spirited grass out, keeping it in his martial ring before slowly turning 

around. 

 

“You are?” 

 

After he turned out and looked at the purple-clad girl before him, shock jolted in him. This girl was 

obviously not someone from the Supreme Clarity Sect. Furthermore, he remembered that there was no 

such girl who had followed the fighters in. 


